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from FoE Asia Pacific

Climate symposium in Tokyo
Tokyo, Japan – 01 August, Friends of the Earth Japan organised a first of its kind
Climate Justice Symposium at the Hibiya Library and Museum, Convention Hall.
Amidst the backdrop of a banner demanding Climate Justice Now, speakers from
Japan, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Indonesia, South Korea, Timor Leste, Australia, Malaysia,
Papua New Guinea (PNG), UK, Palestine and Croatia shared incredible stories on the
impacts of climate change, climate adaptation strategies and community responses to
climate change from their countries.
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MOVEMENTS build
power not by selling (to)
people products they
already want but
instead
by
TRANSFORMING what
people think is
possible. (Quote from
A s a d R e h m a n ’s
presentation)
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There were presentations on the general climate impacts in Asia Pacific,
the melting glaciers in Nepal, coal power plants in Indonesia, land
grabbing in PNG, nuclear power plants in South Korea, how food
cooperatives were paving the way forward in Australia as a new business
model, eco tourism project in Timor Leste, indigenous and fisher
communities responses to climate impacts in Malaysia, the threat to
Okinawa’s unique ecosystem as a result of a US military base among
others and finally how climate change could be abated.

APac members in
action!

About 17o people attended this half day sympsosium which also saw new
volunteers and members joining FoE Japan. FoE Japan’s Akiko Yoshida
said, “the symposium was truly a new learning experience for many.”
This symposium also saw the launching of FoE APac’s new report
Transforming Asia: Scaling up the Solutions, (read here) which highlights
some of the innovative and transformational solutions building a more
just and sustainable Asia.

FoE APac came together in Japan
Saitama, Japan – 02 – 05 August, FoE APac held its annual regional
assembly in a forested facility in Saitama. All 13 countries sent their
representatives to this meeting which was hosted by FoE Japan. Executive
Committee members from FoEI, international programme coordinators
and the FoEI chairperson, Jagoda Munic were present at this meeting.
Regional priorities were set for the coming year with a few concrete
activities in line with FoEI’s 5 year workplan. Participants were
enthusiastic with committed energy to make the region more active and
visible. Apart from this, the region also welcomed its new regional
facilitator, Theiva Lingam from Malaysia.

No to Nukes! Rally
Tokyo, Japan - 05 August, FoEI
member groups took part in an
anti nuclear rally in the heart of
the Tokyo city. It was organised
by the Metropolitan Coalition
Against Nukes group demanding
for the end of nuclear power and
the clean up of Fukushima.
The rally was held close to the
Japanese Parliament and has been on going for the past few years.
Hemantha Withanage (FoE Sri Lanka), Kim Choony (FoE South Korea),
Jagoda Munic (FoE Croatia) and Asad Rehman (FoE EWNI) spoke on
behalf of FoEI calling for the the Japanese government to stop nuclear
power technology export and prioritising the needs of the Fukushima
aﬀected residents.
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Key activities in 2016:
•

School of Sustainability - a
proposal to hold the first
S o f S i n In d o n e s i a i n
November

•

Monthly newsletters

•

Bi Annual General Meeting
(BGM) in Indonesia in
November 2016

•

Active par ticipation in
FoEI programmes
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Finding hope again
Marinduque, Philippines - Nanay Natividad “Naty” Nagutom, is
a 66 year old native of Marinduque island and a farmer who
testified recently as a plaintiﬀ in her case against Marcopper
Mining Corporation (MMC), a mining company. Together with
41 other plaintiﬀs, she is seeking compensation for the damages
caused by the company. In December 1993, a portion of the
Maguila-guila Dam constructed by MMC collapsed and
released an overwhelming amount of silted and contaminated
water that submerged and destroyed the plaintiﬀs’ properties.
The collapse exposed families to serious health risks, destroyed
sources of livelihoods and obliterated the Mogpog river. MMC claimed it was an “Act of God” caused by typhoon
Monang and not their negligence.
Although it has taken 15 years for the first hearing of this case since it
was filed in 2001, Nanay Naty is hopeful that justice will be served to
her family and others. She hopes that even if she may not be able to
live long enough to be compensated and witness the remediation the
Mogpog river, her sons, daughters and grandchildren would
nevertheless be paid accordingly and see the revival of the river that
has sustained many Marinduqueños for generations. She takes
consolation on the fact that there are support groups like the
Marinduque Council for Environmental Concerns (MACEC), the Legal
Rights and Natural Resouces Inc.-Kasama sa Kalikasan/ Friends of the Earth PH (LRC-KSKS/FOE PH) and
dedicated people such as environmental lawyer Atty. Grizelda Mayo-Anda, who are very firm in helping them
attain the justice that they and the environment of Marinduque deserve
(This article was edited from the original titled HOPE AMID TOXIC DESOLATION by James Cliﬀord T. Santos,
Legal Rights and Natural Resources Center, Inc. Intern, Summer 2016. To read in full, go to: http://www.lrcksk.org/
single-post/2016/08/27/Hope-amid-Toxic-Desolation)

Protests against the US military in
Okinawa
Okinawa, Japan - Okinawa is a series of small islands located in the
southernmost region of Japan, with a unique culture and nature
surrounded by beautiful coral reefs. Okinawa also is where 74% of the
United States' military bases in Japan happen to be concentrated.
The "Yambaru" forest is a precious subtropical forest with unique biodiversity around the village of Takae, in
the northern part of Okinawa's main island. For centuries, villagers have been protecting this forest and
living peaceful lives.
But now helipads are being constructed for the US military in Takae. There have been strong protests, but
the Japanese government recently deployed riot police to forcibly remove the protesters and proceed with
the construction.
FoE Japan is calling for photo actions to show international solidarity and support the people of Takae. For
more information to join the call to solidarity: https://foejapan.wordpress.com/2016/08/24/takae-action/
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Defending land rights in Papua New Guinea
Papua New Guinea - The land grabbing issue in Papua New Guinea (PNG) is mainly done by the multinational
corporations that have the interest in expanding oil palm plantations and logging. The issue became noticeable
between 2009 and 2010.
About 5.5 million hectares of customary land were under lease for Special Agriculture and Business Leases (SABL).
90% of the leases were for up to 99 years. At the same time, not all the customary landowners were consulted. Many
of the disgruntled landowners were seeking redress.
CELCOR and the partner CSOs realised that the SABLs totaled about 73 and they could hardly be dealt with on a
case-by-case basis. Therefore, in 2010, a letter was written
to UNCERD and UNHCR General Secretary so the
UN oﬃces could task the PNG government to address
a possible human rights violation under the Universal
Human Rights Declaration where PNG is a party to
the declaration.
The UN oﬃces have written to the PNG government to
address the land grabbing issue. Pressure from
international community caused the PNG government
to commission an Inquiry (COI) in 2011. The
preliminary reports indicated that out of 73 SABLs, 27
of them were acquired illegally. This also caused the
Department of Lands and Physical Planning (DLPP) to
review the Principal Land Act 1996 and make amendments to certain sections of the Act that were deemed to have
encouraged corrupt land dealings.
In February 2014, the DLPP wrote to the Oﬃce of the State Solicitor, Department of Justice and Attorney General
(DJAG) to get an endorsement for the proposed amendments to the principal Land Act 1996. The DJAG had
delayed in responding to the DLPP’s submission until February 2016, requesting DLPP to consult stakeholders and
gauge their views before it can endorse the Bill by way of “Certificate of Necessity”. A stakeholder consultation was
carried out in 4 diﬀerent regions. CELCOR and the CSOs saw this as a good opportunity and submitted their
findings and recommendations to DLPP.

Victoria to permanently
ban fracking!
Victoria, Australia - After a five year campaign by the
community, the government of the Australian state of
Victoria has announced that it will enact a permanent
ban on all onshore gas drilling and the process of
fracking.
Victoria, the second most populous state in Australia,
will be the first state to permanently ban this
destructive process. Almost half of the Australian
landmass is under exploration license for various forms of fossil fuels, including coal mines, and a range of
unconventional gases. Most of the proposed developments are being resisted by local communities, supported by
environmental organisations such as Friends of the Earth.
The government has also announced it will extend the current ban on onshore conventional gas drilling another
four years. In all likelihood this will mean the end of all onshore gas drilling in the state.
FoE Australia is proud to have played a key role in this campaign (there is a brief summary here). This is a historic
moment, and FoE Australia hopes the victory in Victoria helps the struggles underway elsewhere in Australia by
setting a significant precedent. For more information, please see http://www.premier.vic.gov.au/were-banningfracking-its-a-national-first-and-its-the-right-thing-to-do/ and http://www.melbourne.foe.org.au/gas_frack_ban.
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The alternative fuelwood
Timor-Leste - Climate change is a buzz word these days. Every
day there are countless news about eco systems being destroyed
which have huge impacts on lives and livelihoods of every living
being. In Timor Leste, forest degradation is a heavily debated
issue among Timorese community and non governmental
organisations. Timor-Leste has lost 1.1 % forested area within 1
year. The cause for this loss is the high consumption of firewood
by Timorese community living along the road side between Dili
and Lospalos, Dili and Ainaro as well as Dili and Batugade.
To counter the loss of wood from the forests, Haburas Foundation
introduced the Bio Briquette Programme. This programme created an
alternative fuel for communities. Known as bio briquettes or wood
fuel, this is an alternative fuel for the community to use to reduce their
dependency on firewood. Bio briquette is produced mostly from waste
materials such as papers, woods, coﬀee skin, grass, leafs etc. Haburas
hopes that this new solution would prevent eco system destruction and
a more managed forest. This programme was also introduced in a
number of government and international agencies to have a
mechanism of separation at the source.
The use of bio briquette for cooking would reduce the impact of indoor pollution and the waste disposed in the
landfills in Tibar plus preserve Dili’s ecological beauty.

The Bio briquette process

Bringing the forests back to life
Sarawak, Malaysia - Sahabat Alam Malaysia held its second annual agro ecology exhibition in a small town called
Marudi where its Sarawak oﬃce is based. Around 3,150 saplings of local tree species of ‘meranti', ‘kapur' and
‘engkabang’ were cultivated in SAM’s agro ecology training centre in Lubok Nibong and about 2,000 saplings were
distributed to residents’ associations for their reforestation projects in their own villages.
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This year’s exhibition also had SAM staﬀ demonstrating the uses of natural fertilisers like fish amino acid, farmers’
EM (Eﬀective Microorganism) and vermi-wash on plants and vegetables and how how these natural fertilisers have
given bigger and healthier produce.
A sizeable crowd made up of government representatives,
teachers, farmers, villagers and members from residents’
associations visited the exhibition. They went home
learning about the benefits of agro ecology and the uses
of natural fertilisers. Those who came also obtained
samples and bought the natural fertilisers to use in their
farms. Similarly, indigenous communities present at the
exhibition also realised that replanting and re-greening
their degraded lands damaged by logging companies
using native tree species would bring back the forests to
life. SAM hopes that in the coming years, they would be
able to hold larger exhibitions like this in towns like Miri
! to raise the awareness of more people living in urban and
suburban areas.

SNIPPETS
FOOD SOVEREIGNTY
PROGRAMME

World Committee on Food Security and Nutrition (CFS) is having its 43
session (October 17-21) in Rome, Italy. Civil Society Mechanism for
CFS (CSM) is having its Annual Forum (October 15-16) and will be
present during the CFS session. Request for an APac representative
working on food sovereignty to attend this forum.

CLIMATE JUSTICE &
ENERGY
PROGRAMME

Questionnaire on national dirty energy struggles to be filled up and sent

ECONOMIC JUSTICE
RESISTING
NEOLIBERALISM

FoEI's Climate & EJRN programmes launched a new animation on monies
hidden in tax havens which could power half the world with 100% renewable
e n e r g y. Vi e w i t h e r e h t t p s : / / w w w. f a c e b o o k . c o m / f o e i n t / v i d e o s /
10154343085685280/

EU HRD PROJECT

For

back to Dipti Bhatnagar by 29 September 2016.

participating

member

groups,

this

project

will

begin

on

01.01.2017.
SOCIAL MEDIA

FoE APac has a public Facebook page (https://www.facebook.com/
FoEAsia/), please share with your contacts, networks and friends.
FoE APac has a closed group for all staff and campaigners. Please see
https://www.facebook.com/groups/100840742377/. Please write to
the regional facilitator if you wish to be added to the campaigners
group. You must have a Facebook account for this.
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